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Executive Summary:
Broadband is the 21st century fiber-optic highway in our technology and information economy.
The need for high-speed fiber-optic connectivity is critical for economic development, education,
business, e-learning, and telehealth.
COVID-19 has been the most convincing argument for Rhode Island to invest in high-speed
internet, or dedicated broadband. Whether for remote working from home, distance learning, or
telehealth, broadband access must be reliable, fast, and affordable. One would not buy a house or
relocate a business without access to water or electricity. High-speed internet in a 21st economy is a
valuable and necessary utility.
Fiber-optic is a broadband connection that can reach upload and download speeds of up to
1,000 megabits per second (Mbps), known as a ‘gig’ with little lag time. Mbps is a measure of internet
bandwidth; it’s the maximum speed that you can download data.
Fiber-optic is amazingly fast because it does not use electrical signals therefore you do not
lose internet connectivity during an electrical outage. Fiber-optic broadband is laser that travels at the
speed of light, cleaner, faster, and the future. Fiber-optic offers a dedicated connection (not shared
with other households in a neighborhood on a coaxial cable) and can have hundreds of strands of
fiber in one cable that goes into a neighborhood and each home has its own dedicated fiber optic
cable coming into the home.
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Rhode Island has 48 strands of fiber-optic running throughout the state yet only ten strands are
being used for the non-profit hospitals, universities, colleges, schools, and medical facilities - the
Meds and Eds. How did it happen that there are no on/off ramps for business, residents, and
municipalities to access the fiber-optic Super Highway running throughout this small state?
Despite a five person agency known as Broadband Rhode Island in 2010, the state’s strategic
thinking about broadband and technology trends vanished in 2015 when federal funding went away.
In 2010, every state received federal dollars (ARRA) to jumpstart broadband investment. Rhode
Island received $21.7 million dollars from the federal Broadband Opportunities Program (BTOP) and
the state invested another $10 million dollars to build a state-of-the-art broadband fiber-optic highway
running through Rhode Island. However, the State of Rhode Island does not own the physical fibers
which comprise the middle highway, unlike other states like Connecticut.
Ocean State Higher Education Economic Development and Administrative Network (OSHEAN)
is a non-profit that serves the technology internet needs for the state’s hospitals, universities,
libraries, and colleges using the fiber-optic in the state. OSHEAN hired COX Cable to build-out the 48
strands of fiber optic known as the Middle Highway. COX allows OSHEAN to lease the fiber through
an IRU (Indefeasible Right of Usage) until 2040. This was a strategic misstep for this critical state
asset. So, what will happen to the high-speed internet needs of the state’s Meds and when the lease
expires?
Federal and state dollars were used to connect the state to fiber-optic yet only non-profitscolleges, universities, schools, libraries, and hospitals have access. Residents, businesses, and
municipalities cannot access the middle mile without the ‘last mile’ connecting those on/off ramps to
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the fiber-optic technology highway, despite the use of state and federal taxpayer dollars to develop
the OSHEAN fiber-optic network.
In order to secure long-term economic prosperity for the State of Rhode Island we cannot allow
OSHEAN to remain in private hands (Cox Communications) and running out the clock on the original
20 year Indefeasible Rights of Use (IRU) agreement. www.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indefeasible_rights_of_use
Why did the state abdicate this valuable technology resource to a private company? How
does the state retrieve the asset? Many other states have passed Revenue Bonds to ‘build out’ that
last mile such as Utah. “Utopia Fiber” is a non-profit government owned entity backed by revenue
bonds which are paid off by subscribers’ fees and dues so taxpayers pay nothing.
(https://www.utopiafiber.com/three-easy-steps/
Most Rhode Islanders have coaxial cable where one cable is bundled to serve four hundred
homes and businesses at the same time. Internet providers will say, “99% of Rhode Islanders have
access to broadband.” That is because the 48 strands of fiber-optic running throughout the state is
the Middle Mile. Broadband Now determines access based on the middle mile and there is a ‘middle
mile within one mile of 98.6% of homes’. What the data doesn’t show is that the majority of the
Middle Mile is owned by OSHEAN and COX and there are no on/off ramps to connect to that middle
mile. It is the “Last Mile” that is cost prohibitive and people cannot connect to it!
COX as well as other competitive internet service providers (ISPs) such as Comcast, Open
Cape, AT&T, etc. can bid on an RFP to build the on/off ramps to the fiber-optic network that already
exists in Rhode Island. Market competition often does more to lower prices and increase services
than any government regulations.
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A lot has happened in broadband technology over the past 7 years, but Rhode Island remains
one of only two states in the nation (the other is Mississippi) that does not have a dedicated person or
office overseeing broadband. This means the state is losing out on federal dollars, technology
advances, and public/private partnership models that have been successful in other New England
states.
As a result of my research over the past two years for this CAPSTONE in this MPA program, I have
introduced legislation (H5148) to put Rhode Island back in the technology game.
House Bill No. 5148 BY Ruggiero, Blazejewski, Kazarian, Cortvriend, Carson, ENTITLED, AN
ACT RELATING TO STATE AFFAIRS AND GOVERNMENT -- THE RHODE ISLAND
BROADBAND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM (Establishes broadband coordinator and council.)
The legislation has received positive endorsement from business, residents, and the local media.
(https://whatsupnewp.com/2020/01/rep-ruggiero-introduces-legislation-to-expand-broadband-access/)
Even before distance learning, 8 out of 10 middle schoolers required the internet to
complete their homework. Students without internet at home (24% in Providence) or who have to rely
on a cell phone perform lower in a range of metrics including digital skills, homework and grade point
average. A smart phone is not an internet connection; hot spots are not a long-term solution. This
state requires a proactive, strategic approach to broadband to serve all residents and businesses.
As for businesses in Rhode Island, many cannot afford the $1,000 a month for fiber-optic
connectivity so they opt for coaxial cable. They experience ‘clogged arteries’ at peak times when
everyone is traveling the shared coaxial cable line. Even when a business agrees to pay more for
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150 Mbps of internet speed, it barely scratches 75 Mbps because everyone is on the shared coaxial
cable line at the same time. (Check out your internet speed in your home or office right now at
https://www.speedtest.net to see what you are really paying for!)
The goal of this CAPSTONE is to educate citizens about the policy issue and enact legislation
in Rhode Island that will establish a broadband entity or coordinator overseeing broadband initiatives,
leveraging economic development opportunities, accessing federal dollars, technology trends, and
working with many stakeholders to make connectivity affordable and available to Rhode Island
residents and businesses.
The federal government under the Biden Administration is looking to update BTOP funding and
federal dollars for broadband. U.S Senator Ed Markey (Massachusetts), one of the original sponsors
in 2010, introduced a bill in 2021 to evaluate what each state has done with BTOP funding and a
review of the Federal Communications Commission (FCC).
Rhode Island is currently one of only two states in the nation without a broadband entity or
broadband oversight. Rhode Island needs a digital strategy that matches our state’s ever-changing
digital needs for a 21st century society and economy.
Rhode Island needs to access and implement federal funds for broadband initiatives, leverage
economic development opportunities, address high-speed internet issues, close the digital divide, and
improve fiber-optic internet access and affordability for Rhode Island residents and businesses.
Rhode Island has been sitting on the sidelines since 2015; now is the time to get in the
broadband technology game!
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Introduction:
This Capstone Project began as a PROBLEM STATEMENT, a desired goal and outcome
based on a given situation and conditions preventing the goal from being achieved.
The state of Rhode Island is one of only two states in the country without a dedicated person
or entity looking at technology trends such as high-speed internet, accessing federal dollars for
economic development, addressing broadband policy, and closing the digital divide for better
connectivity for residents and businesses.
Rhode Island did have a dedicated fiver person state agency known as Broadband Rhode
Island (BBRI) from 2010-2015. However, when federal funding ended in 2015, the state of Rhode
Island chose not to invest in broadband. These full-time employees (FTEs) were dispersed into other
state agencies such as Commerce Rhode Island and Emergency Management.
Solving the problem meant introducing state legislation. I introduced House Bill 5148 in
January of 2021 calling for the appointment of a statewide broadband coordinator as well as the
creation of a voluntary Rhode Island Broadband Advisory Council to liaise with partners and advance
high-speed internet connectivity across Rhode Island. This dedicated person would be housed at
COMMERCE RHODE ISLAND and meet quarterly with a voluntary group of eleven community,
business, and state leaders. This Broadband Advisory Council consists of members from the League
of Cities and Towns, Emergency Management, Office of Library Services, Rhode Island Infrastructure
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Bank, Chamber of Commerce from Newport and Providence, and an engineer from the Naval
Undersea Warfare Center (NUWC), to name a few.
In 2010, every state in the country received federal dollars (ARRA) to jumpstart broadband
investment. Rhode Island received $21.7 million dollars from the federal Broadband Opportunities
Program (BTOP) and the state invested another $10 million dollars to build a state-of-the-art
broadband fiber-optic highway running through Rhode Island. This 400 mile 48 strand fiber-optic
highway connects all hospitals, medical facilities, colleges, universities, and non-profits across the
state. Yet, there are no on/off ramps for business and homeowners to access this fiber-optic Super
Highway. Rhode Island’s strategic thinking about broadband ended in 2015 when federal funding
went away.
OSHEAN is the Ocean State Higher Education Economic Development & Administration
Network—a non-profit that serves, hospitals, schools, and libraries. OSHEAN contracted with COX to
build the fiber known as the Middle Mile. Someone at COX convinced the Governor’s Office that
OSHEAN is just another internet provider and the state does not have the ability or capacity to
maintain this fiber. So, the state turned over the fiber to COX under a deal framed as a ‘public-private
partnership’; and OSHEAN leases it from COX.
Unfortunately, the state of Rhode Island gave away a critical asset of fiber. Many residents and
businesses cannot access the LAST MILE. Several businesses have left Aquidneck Island
(Newport, Middletown, and Portsmouth) because of poor internet coverage. There are seven
communities including Aquidneck Island and Jamestown that have only one option when it comes to
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cable, internet service- COX. Several businesses have left the area because of throttling and lack of
band-width. Internet and broadband service is considered a ‘utility’ today much like water and
electricity. (Tilson Report. Aquidneck Island Broadband Analysis and Recommendations ,January 2015)
Newport and Aquidneck Island is home to the Defense Industry which contributes $4.3 billion
dollars to the state’s economy. Raytheon, RITE Solutions, and other feeder companies to the
Department of Defense pay dearly for their band width, the cost of doing business, that’s passed onto
the taxpayers. It’s more than just businesses and residents. Municipalities cannot access the LAST
MILE.
There was overwhelming support for H5148 during the February 23, 2021 hearing in the
House Committee on Innovation, Internet, and Technology. Warren, Rhode Island Director of
Planning stated that, “there is an existing fiber on the telephone pole directly in front of the Warren
Town Hall. Yet, the cost to bring that fiber 15 feet into the building is more than $22,000. This is not a
cost the town can afford.” (See Warren Letter in Appendix).
Support for H56148 also included written testimony included Rhode Island Department of
Business Regulations Director Elizabeth Tanner, who stated, “Rhode Island requires a digital strategy
to match our digital needs. This isn’t a nice-to-have; this is a necessity for economic and social
development and the foundation to high-speed, affordable internet for all.” (See Director Tanner
Letter in Appendix)
The only opposition came from COX; they did not provide verbal or written testimony, just an
email that they oppose the bill.
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A lot has happened in broadband technology over the past 7 years, but Rhode Island remains
one of only two states in the nation (the other is Mississippi) that does not have a dedicated person or
office overseeing broadband. This means the state is losing out on federal dollars, technology
advances, and public/private partnership models that have been successful in other New England
states.

LITERATURE REVIEW / TRENDS:
The availability and reliability of broadband services is critical to all states, but access and
availability is not the same in all states. “Moreover, the United States has a "broadband problem" that
is impacting the country's competitiveness for new investment.” (McQuade, Site Selection, 2020).
President Biden is on record to change this during this Administration. The president is making
infrastructure a key priority for our nation with broadband front and center. President Biden’s $2
trillion infrastructure plan includes safe access to the country’s decaying bridges, roads, ports, and
the internet. Every president since Ronald Regan has vowed to bring high-speed broadband to the
people. “Republicans have sought to close the ‘digital divide’ with better rural internet access for
decades, but now oppose the $100 billion dollar funding effort, along with the telecommunications
industry.” (Market Watch Jon Swartz, April 2021).
The ‘digital divide’ was really highlighted during the coronavirus pandemic in 2020 as many
students were unable to connect online for class. Internet bandwidth proved to be insufficient with so
many students trying to ‘log on’ for distance learning while parents were in the next room trying to
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work online remotely. COVID-19 has been the most convincing argument for state investment in
high-speed internet, or dedicated broadband. Whether at home, in the office, or in the classroom,
broadband access must be reliable, fast and affordable; just like electricity and water. High-speed
internet has become a much needed utility that everyone should access. The lack of access is
becoming an equity issue.
Why does ‘digital equity’ matter? Because all individuals and communities should have access
to the information technology that is needed to fully participate in society, to seek employment, and to
become a life-long learner. In Rhode Island, 24.5% of citizens are under-connected. That means
that 14.2% have no internet connection and 10.3% are under-connected with a cell phone plan only
(www.govtech.com/civic/The-Quest-for-Digital-Equity)

Higher download speeds and access to broadband correlate to better grades, higher
graduation rates, and overall income. Most job applications require online registration.
The “homework gap” is another example of these inequities. According to a 2020 university of
Michigan study, Broadband and Student Performance Gaps, students who lack home internet access
are more likely to be rural, low-income, and children of parents who do not have a university degree.
“82% of students in grades 8-11 report that they sometimes receive homework that requires internet
access. Yet, 14% of students do not have dedicated home internet service or a home computer,
laptop, or tablet, but are able to go online through a cell phone.”

Research shows a pattern of

higher performance scores for students with home internet access in reading, mathematics, and
science. https://quello.msu.edu/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Broadband_Gap_Quello_Report_MSU.pdf
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A smart phone is not an internet connection; and hot spots are not a long-term solution. This
state requires a proactive, strategic approach to broadband to serve all residents and businesses.
High growth industry sectors in Rhode Island require advance technical and computer skills
that also require access to the internet. Those growth industries are IT, cybersecurity, data analytics,
and advanced business services (Connect RI, Eliminating the Digital Divide).
Rhode Island is one of two states in this nation and the only New England state without a
broadband coordinator. Therefore the state has not been participating in the National
Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA)’s State Broadband Leaders Network. The
Digital Act of 2019 establishes the NTIA to administer grant programs to promote digital equity. NTIA
annually distributes $120 million in grant programs to all 50 states, the District of Columbia, and
Puerto Rico to fund the creation and implementation of comprehensive digital equity plans.
The Digital Equity Act of 2019 tasks NTIA with evaluating digital inclusion projects and
providing policymakers at the local, state, and federal levels with detailed information about which
projects are most effective. (National Telecommunications and Information Administration, 2018,
Digital Nation Data Explorer)
Rhode Island needs to establish a broadband coordinator to access federal grant dollars, and
establish a Broadband Advisory Council of community and state leaders to support the state’s future
digital broadband plans. Figure 1 highlights each New England state and its commitment to
broadband. Rhode Island is the only state without a strategic plan.
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Figure 1: New England States’ Commitment to Broadband

Investing in hard-wired, dedicated, fiber-optic broadband as a telecommunications
infrastructure means supporting economic growth, bridging the digital divide, diminishing the risks to
security, privacy, and public health and environment.
Fiber technology is wires that carry data encoded on light beams- it is laser- and does not
carry electricity so your fiber optic connection is less likely to go down in a power outage. Therefore, a
broadband connection is the most energy efficient way to access the internet. Wireless networks are
energy guzzlers and not sustainable. The average iPhone uses more energy than your mid-size
Energy Star refrigerator; or about 361 kW per hour counting wireless connections and battery
charging.
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Yet, the oligopoly of Verizon, AT& T, and COMCAST are going full-throttle to pre-empt local
laws and regulations to derail fiber network. “They spend $50 million a year in lobbying and millions
more in advertising with a marketing message that “5G is the next best thing”. (Kushner, Book of
Broken Promises-$400billion Broadband Scandal, p556).
5G is still in development and is two to three years away, but you wouldn’t know that from the
television commercials! The oligopoly is deliberately obstructing community or municipal broadband
networks by lobbying for state laws that pre-empt competition from public municipalities. Many
elected officials have become pawns (unknowingly) for the industry by passing laws that grant broad
powers to the industry without providing consumer protection. Many of these ISPs are now trying to
pass state legislation to prohibit municipal broadband.
By blocking municipal fiber and declining to build out the fiber network because of the cost,
these dominant carriers can ‘cherry-pick’ the most profitable customers with no competition and high
prices while rural communities or urban poor live on the wrong side of the digital divide.
High speed fiber networks should be funded by public funds, taxes, revenue bonds, municipal bonds,
grants from foundations and the federal government; and not by private businesses with commercial
conflicts of interest. Business interest and market power should not pre-empt public interest in the
design and implementation of basic infrastructure.
The increase of more gaming and entertainment streaming means people are nudged to
download more and more apps. That will put pressure on the wireless system. There will be huge
requirements when 50 billion consumer devices are connecting.
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That means there will be a need for more and more small-cell wireless sites on telephone
poles. Federal law, specifically the Telecommunications Act of 1996, says states and local
governments cannot prohibit the installation of small wireless facilities and cannot regulate wireless
based on any health concerns related to radio frequency emissions (RF).
(https://www.fcc.gov/general/telecommunications-act-1996
Does the electro-magnetic field (EMF) causes health problems as many concerned citizens
argue? Is there legitimate research on the biological and health effects of wireless systems? Could
this be the next health time bomb with wide-spread costs like tobacco and asbestos? Hard-wired
fiber-optic eliminates these public health issues, but it is expensive and less profitable than wireless.
The telecoms also argue the ‘copper wires’ are obsolete, but that is untrue. The taxpayer
funded copper wire infrastructure currently serves the wireless companies. That is how wireless
works; it needs a fiber-optic infrastructure. It should not be dismantled, and it should not only be
available to wireless companies. The fiber optic network is being funded by taxpayers with charges
on their phone bills. A high-speed, fiber-based internet access network should be available to every
business and home.
That was the premise of the successful law suit by the IRREGULATORS versus Verizon New
York in the summer of 2020 for overcharging phone customers an estimated $1.5 billion dollars a
year. (http://irregulators.org/irregulatorsvfccbigwin/)
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But first a little history on how that lawsuit happened, according to Kushnick. In 1984, the
government broke up the telephone system into smaller regional companies. State utility
commissions had the power to control local phone service and regulate pricing.
Technology changed and the phone company wanted to offer internet service to their
customers, but they needed a new type of wire- fiber optic- which carries many signals at once. Now
with fiber-optic the phone company could offer internet services and build a network for wireless
communication.
For years, local customers paid their local phone bill which included rate increases and fees
that were used to build the new fiber optic network. Phone companies promised they would connect
everyone to the fiber optic network. FTTP is ‘fiber to the premises’ and Verizon promised their ‘stateof-the-art’ FIOS to every home and business. It never happened. Some people got it but others did
not and that is what we call the “Digital Divide”.
Wireless communication grew into a giant multi-billion dollar industry and became extremely
profitable. In part because the fiber optic it depended on was being paid for by local phone
customers. Figure 2 shows the 7 Baby Bells prior to 1984 and the three regional telecommunications
companies after the break-up:
AT&T = Southwestern Bell (SBC), Pacific Telesis, Ameritech, BellSouth, SNET, AT&T
Verizon = Bell Atlantic, NYNEX, GTE, and MCI
Century Link = formerly US West, then QUEST
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Figure 2: Graphic Display of Growth of Wireless Companies

Source: Bruce Kushnick, The Book of Broken Promises-$400 Billion Broadband Scandal, p.10, 2015
Bruce Kushnick, executive director of New Networks Institute, has been a Telecommunications
analyst for over 30 years. It took Kushner and his team of researchers five years of tireless work, but
in 2020 he and his team, called the IRREGULATORS, successfully brought a lawsuit against Verizon
Local Service in New York for overcharging customers an estimated $1.5 billion dollars a year.
(http://irregulators.org/irregulatorsvfccbigwin/).
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I arranged meetings with Mr. Kushnick and the Rhode Island Attorney General’s Consumer
Affairs legal team to review Verizon’s 2007 request in Rhode Island to provide “state of the art” FIOS
and FTTP (Fiber to the Premises). Verizon never built-out the fiber to the premises because in 2010
Verizon stopped FIOS in most states and, according to Kushnick, “used the money (taxpayer money)
to build a fiber network for wireless”. Kushner contends “that this violates cross-subsidy laws as
Verizon D/B/A for Cellco Partners since in most states, like New York, there are no payments from
cell companies to Verizon NY for the construction.” (http://irregulators.org/irregulatorsvfccbigwin/).

The three issues the state of Rhode Island needs to investigate are:
1. Are Rhode Island customers being charged monthly fees by telephone/wireless companies for
a fiber-optic network? Verizon used Title II of Communications Act to expand services in
Rhode Island in 2006 explaining that their FTTP (fiber to the premises) was ‘state of the art’.
Verizon abandoned FIOS and moved the money for connecting customers to fiber optic
network to wireless which is a more profitable venue with 4G and 5G.
2. Is the state being short-changed on tax revenues?
3. Many citizens are without high-speed, fiber-optic broadband in the face of COVID with so
many working from home and distance learning. How is additional Wi-Fi service and “hotspots”
better than the state-of-the-art FTTP that was promised?
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APPROACH / METHODOLGY:
This CAPSTONE project set me on a two-year journey to better understand fiber-optic
broadband and its impact on our daily lives. It has been an insightful learning experience.
In March of 2020 a “Qualtrics” survey with 10 questions asking about internet speed,
service, cost, and choice was emailed to fifty people around Rhode Island. Twenty
anonymous participants answered all questions and many shared additional comments
regarding their experience with their internet service at home and in business.

The results confirmed my hypotheses:
1. Not all Rhode Islanders have a choice when it comes to internet service:
Do you have competitive choices for high-speed internet service in your home?
69% NO - 31% YES
2. Many Rhode Island citizens are not satisfied with their internet speed:
Are you satisfied with your home internet speed for video streaming and smart devices?
63% NO - 37% YES
3. Many view high-speed internet as a utility that should be regulated:
Do you think internet should be regulated as a utility similar to water and electricity?
84% YES - 10% NO
4. More citizens are working from home and need high-speed internet:
Do you use the internet for business?
63% YES - 37% NO
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The frustration was palpable in many of the comments shared:

“How can a state be so wired up- top fiber optic backbone in country- and not deliver
value to consumers? They charge too much and deliver too little. Consumers, both biz and
retail, are being gouged by these utilities. Someone needs to step up. Consumers are at the
mercy of providers and they’re partners.”
“We find that our internet is very slow at peak times at home when we’re trying to watch
TV. It’s hard to even get the TV to stream and then we’re bumped off in the middle of a show. It
is very frustrating!”
“We pay more for worse service and if we want better service we need to pay even
more. This limits the choices of consumers. It’s just more evidence or our country bowing to
the profit motive!”
“Our internet in Jamestown easily goes TOTALLY out at least 3-4 times a week for a
least a couple of hours. It makes it hard to conduct business or even just use the computer for
enjoyment.”
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SOLUTION / IMPLEMENTATION:
Broadband is the 21st century fiber-optic highway of our information economy. COVID19 has been the most convincing argument for the state to invest in high-speed internet, dedicated
broadband. We’ve never been more dependent on high-speed internet now that most everyone is
remote working, distance learning, and receiving telehealth. We need affordable access to reliable,
high-speed internet; it’s a much needed utility just like water and electricity.
As one of only two states in the country, Rhode Island has been missing out on federal funding
since 2015 by not having a broadband coordinator to access federal broadband dollars.
NTIA/Broadband USA (National Transportation Information Agency) provides federal funding to
states that upgrade broadband.
President Biden’s $2 trillion dollar infrastructure plan “will do for the internet what it promises to
do for the nation’s decaying bridges, roads, ports, and transit systems” (Market Watch Capitol Report,
April 2021). That’s why it’s critical that the Rhode Island General Assembly pass H5148 and the
Governor sign it into law. Rhode Island must get in this broadband game and fast!
Rhode Island has over 400 miles of fiber-optic broadband running throughout this state thanks
to the 2010 BTOP (Broadband Technology Opportunities Program) under the Obama Administration.
Rhode Island received $21.7 million from the federal BTOP and the state invested $10.3 million to
build out 48 strands of fiber-optic infrastructure which is managed OSHEAN (Ocean State Higher
Education Administrative Network). Less than 10 strands of fiber are being used to connect all
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hospitals, medical facilities, colleges, universities, and schools across the state. Yet, there are no
on/off ramps for business and homeowners to access this fiber-optic Super Highway.
Figure 3: RI Fiber Optic Coverage

Because of its small size, Rhode Island has more fiber optic coverage than any other state,
yet only 12% of the infrastructure is being used; that’s 12 strands of the 48 strands of fiber-optic
running through the OSHEAN network (https://www.oshean.org/page/beacon2map).
The lack of high-speed internet for homeowners and businesses continues to be a challenge.
Although OSHEAN fiber is already there (Middle Mile), it is the connection to the Last Mile that is a
great expense. How do we create a private/public partnership to build the on/off ramps to access the
technology backbone that is running through this state? Should more Rhode Island communities
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consider Municipal Broadband? Should Rhode Island pass a broadband revenue bond like
Massachusetts did several years ago? What are some of the “best practices” for Rhode Island to
consider?
Chattanooga, Tennessee has the best internet in the entire United States. Tom Fogden who
writes for TechCo asked, “How did the fourth largest city in Tennessee, best known for the 1941
Glenn Miller Song, “Chattanooga Choo Choo”, manage internet speeds four times higher than the
national average?”
The answer is, “The underground wires that carry the data between homes and ISP (internet
service provider) are owned by the Electric Power Board (EPB) of Chattanooga. There are 180,000
people in Chattanooga and 100,000 are EPB customers. EPB invested in the infrastructure replacing
the traditional copper wiring designed exclusively for telephone calls with fiber-optic connections
essentially becoming the first ISP to give fiber-optic connections to an entire community”.
(Fogden,Tech.Co 2018)
There needs to be a policy shift in the state of Rhode Island. It will require educating and
collaborating with all the stakeholders; that include legislative leaders, the public, municipal leaders,
OSHEAN, and internet service providers.
Some of the major stakeholders that need to be involved include:

►Rhode Island Residents and Businesses:
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Most Rhode Islanders have coaxial cable; 25% of citizens do not have internet service. I have
learned that many small businesses in Rhode Island cannot afford the $1,000month for fiber-optic
connectivity so they opt for coaxial cable. So, they experience ‘clogged arteries’ at peak times when
everyone is traveling the shared coaxial cable line. Even when a business or a homeowner agrees to
pay more for 150 Mbps of internet speed, they barely scratch 100 Mbps because everyone is on the
shared coaxial cable line at the same time. (Check out your internet speed in your home or office right
now at https://www.speedtest.net to see what you’re really paying for!).
This state requires a proactive, strategic approach to broadband to serve all residents and
businesses. The Broadband Advisory Council, created in H5148, is a voluntary council of business,
municipal and government leaders who will discuss technology trends, municipal broadband, and
review best practices throughout the country for Rhode Island to emulate.

►OSHEAN (Ocean State Higher Education Administrative Network):
OSHEAN, formed in 1990, is a non-profit whose mission is to serve non-profits. OSEHAN is
the custodian of the Middle Mile fiber-optic infrastructure which is the technology backbone of the
state. OSHEAN is funded by payments from its non-profit members for fiber-optic service to the
“Meds and Eds”, such as hospitals, Lifespan, Brown University, URI, libraries, government and many
non-profits.
The federal broadband program is tied to the free and reduced lunch program for states and
municipalities (E-Rate) based on need and demographics of the population. E-Rate is a subsidy from
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the federal government to RI Dept. of Education (RIDE). The feds pay for installation to connect fiber
from schools to the Middle Mile.

►COX and VERIZON:
It will require negotiation and collaboration with a duopoly in the state - COX, an internet
service provider with a monopoly in eight towns in the state; and VERIZON the dominant wireless
company that abandoned FIOS (FTTP Fiber To The Premise) in 2010 to pivot to wireless and 5G (still
in development); which requires the fiber-optic backbone.
Good corporate citizenship not only provide jobs, but meet economic, legal, ethical, and
philanthropic responsibilities in the community in which it operates by creating a higher standard of
living and quality of life. Corporate participation is critical for new policies to be enacted. Market
competition will do more than government regulation could ever do!

►Division of Public Utilities (DPUC):
Thirty-six years ago, the internet was built without regulation and it is still an unregulated freemarket today. Here in Rhode Island, the DPUC (Division of Public Utilities and Carriers) is the ratepayer advocate. They oversee electrical utility and ensure rate payer service and that National Grid’s
electricity and gas increases are warranted.
Ironically, in 2013, the Rhode Island General Assembly passed that pre-empts the DPUC from
having any oversight or regulatory role over the internet or wireless telecommunications. This Act
provides that the Public Utilities Commission and the Division of Public Utilities and Carriers “shall
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have no jurisdiction or authority over wireless service.” (R.I.G.L. Chapter 39-29, The “Wireless
Telephone Regulatory Modernization Act”). That means there is no rate payer advocacy or consumer
protection under current Rhode Island law.
Several New England states have passed legislation that provides some oversight. For
example, in Connecticut and Vermont, their state DPUC- Division of Public Utilities and Carriers has
oversight of broadband. Other states such as Massachusetts, New Hampshire, and Maine have
broadband oversight in their state Commerce Departments.
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CONCLUSION:
Rhode Island may rank high in broadband speed and coverage, but if a home or business
cannot sign up for connectivity (without paying an exorbitant rate for service), then it is a
disadvantage. There are 25% of homes in Rhode Island that have not ‘adopted’ internet. Adoption is
a three-legged stool- affordability, relevance, and digital literacy. Some residents will not adopt. And
then there are those digital natives who require high-speed fiber-optic internet for their business or
daily life; and for those people internet service must be reliable and affordable.
Businesses in Newport and Bristol Counties report paying up to $4,700 per month for 150
mbps while OpenCape (Cape Cod) is offering businesses 200 mbps for $1,150 and home owners
can access 1-gig service for $69.95 per month (www.broadbandnow.com).
Figure 4 shows the disparity in internet provider rates. The lack of competition (only one
internet provider on Aquidneck Island Newport, Portsmouth, and Middletown) is why Rhode Island
rates are higher than nearby Massachusetts and Connecticut, according to Broadband Now.

State
Rhode Island
Massachusetts
Connecticut

Lowest cost Mbps
$.58- Pawtucket
$.47- Worcester
$.36- New London

Highest cost Mbps
$1.09- Newport
$.99 Seekonk
$.99- Westbrook

Figure 4: Rhode Island Internet Provider Rates

A lot has happened in broadband technology over the past 7 years. Rhode Island remains
one of only two states in the nation (the other is Mississippi) that does not have a dedicated person or
office overseeing broadband. This means the state is losing out on federal dollars, technology
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advances, and public/private partnership models that have been successful in other New England
states. Taunton, MA used their BTOP money to build its own fiber. It has taken awhile, but Taunton,
MA is expanding their network to serve more residential areas. The average cost per Mbps is $.30;
that’s thirty cents! https://broadbandnow.com/Massachusetts/Taunton. Taunton residents can get a complete
fiber connection 1gig/1gig (no cable) for $69.95 https://www.tmlp.com/internet/residential/.
Many states are light years ahead of Rhode Island. Forty states have a broadband program
with some agency oversight and state funding. In New England, the leaders in Broadband are
Massachusetts, Maine and Vermont; all three states have a state authority as well as funding. Here’s
a snapshot of other New England states:
ConnectMeAuthority in Maine facilitates the availability of broadband for business and
residents. It was created by the Maine legislature with the goal of expanding broadband access in
rural, unserved areas of Maine. The authority is funded by a .25 percent surcharge on on-in-state
retail communications services (www.ncsl.org).
Massachusetts Broadband Institute (www.mbi.com) was established as a division within the
Massachusetts Technology Collaborative. The act gives MBI the authority to invest up to $40 million
of state bond funds in infrastructure such as fiber-optic cable and wireless towers.
In Vermont, the Division for Telecommunications and Connectivity is a division within the
Department of Public Service created in 2015 by the state legislature. The mission is to expand
access to high-speed internet to underserved locations in Vermont. The Division manages and leases
340 miles of state-owned open access fiber optic throughout Vermont.
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In April of 2021, “The Vermont House of Representatives passed a bill dedicating $150 million
of anticipated federal funding to create a new state broadband office to coordinate and accelerate the
expansion of high-speed Internet access throughout Vermont with overwhelming bipartisan support”.
https://ilsr.org/vermont-house-backs-150-million-plan-to-expand-internet-access/

Connecticut and New Hampshire have a coordinator or administrator specializing in
broadband, but there is no funding since the federal funding of BTOP (Broadband Technologies
Opportunities Program) ended in 2014.
Only one state in New England does not have any broadband oversight or dedicated funding
and that is Rhode Island. The lack of oversight in Rhode Island means the state is missing out on
federal funding. While other states invest in fiber optic infrastructure, Rhode Island is becoming a
laggard.
The goal of this CAPSTONE project is to enact legislation in Rhode Island that will establish a
broadband coordinator overseeing broadband initiatives, leveraging economic development
opportunities, accessing federal dollars, technology trends, and working with many stakeholders to
make connectivity affordable and available to Rhode Island residents and businesses.
Rhode Island does not have anti-municipal broadband laws, nor do any of the New England
states. That does not mean that internet service providers are not lobbying fast and furious to pass
legislation that would prohibit municipal broadband projects. Some of their tactics include making
municipal broadband projects costly to build, restricting expansion, making it impossible to be viable,
and limiting public funds to public-private partnerships. (Chamberlain, Municipal Broadband is
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Roadblocked 2019). Currently, there are 55 municipally-owned networks in the US offering fiber-tohome connections, including Block Island. So, will more towns and cities look at creating municipallyowned ISPs?
Passage of House Bill 5148 will establish a broadband in Commerce Rhode Island that will
work with the Broadband Advisory Council. This will be the floor for broadband policy in the Ocean
State not the ceiling. Meanwhile, legislative leaders and the general public need more education and
understanding around the policy of broadband. For these reasons, I am thrilled to be the
chairwoman of the House Committee on Innovation, Internet, and Technology. This Committee will
continue to have robust, informative, and televised hearings on broadband and telecommunication
legislation.
It is time Rhode Island creates the on/off ramps so residents and small businesses can access
the 8,000 miles of fiber-optic that runs throughout the state. As I have said many times, “Market
competition will do more for the economy than any government regulation will ever do”.

###
NOTE: H5148. Broadband bill has been voted out of House Committee on Innovation,
Internet, and Technology and will be placed on the House calendar for a vote in the Rhode
Island House of Representatives on June 4, 2021.
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APPENDICES:
PROJECT CHARTER OVERVIEW
1.1

Introduction

Broadband is the 21st century fiber-optic highway of our information economy. COVID-19 has
been the most convincing argument for the state to invest in high-speed internet, or dedicated
broadband. We’ve never been more dependent on high-speed internet now that most everyone is
remote working, distance learning, and receiving telehealth. Whether it is at home, in the office, or in
the classroom, we want broadband access to be reliable, fast and affordable; just like electricity and
water, high-speed internet is a much needed utility.
In 2010, every state received federal dollars (ARRA) to jumpstart broadband investment.
Rhode Island received $21.7 million dollars from the federal Broadband Opportunities Program
(BTOP) and the state invested another $10 million dollars to build a state-of-the-art broadband fiberoptic highway running through Rhode Island known as OSHEAN (Ocean State Higher Education
Administrative Network. This 400 mile 48 strand fiber-optic highway connects all hospitals, medical
facilities, colleges, universities, and non-profits across the state. Yet, there are no on/off ramps for
business and homeowners to access this fiber-optic Super Highway. Rhode Island’s strategic
thinking about broadband ended in 2014 when federal funding went away.
A lot has happened in broadband technology over the past 7 years, but Rhode Island remains
one of only two states in the nation (the other is Mississippi) that does not have a dedicated person or
office overseeing broadband. This means the state is losing out on federal dollars, technology
advances, and public/private partnership models that have been successful in other New England
states.

1.2 Major Stakeholders
►Rhode Island Residents and Businesses:
Most Rhode Islanders have coaxial cable and 25% of households do not have any internet.
Even before distance learning, 8 out of 10 middle schoolers required the internet to complete
their homework. Students without internet at home (24% in Providence) or who have to rely on
a cell phone perform lower in a range of metrics including digital skills, homework and grade
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point average. A smart phone is not an internet connection; hot spots are not a long-term
solution. This state requires a proactive, strategic approach to broadband to serve all residents
and businesses.
As for businesses in Rhode Island, many cannot afford the $1,000 a month for fiber-optic
connectivity so they opt for coaxial cable. They experience ‘clogged arteries’ at peak times
when everyone is traveling the shared coaxial cable line. Even when a business agrees to pay
more 150 Mbps of internet speed, it barely scratches 75 Mbps because everyone is on the
shared coaxial cable line at the same time. (Check out your internet speed in your home or
office right now at https://www.speedtest.net to see what you are really paying for!)

►Rhode Island Legislative Leaders:
Legislative leaders need more education and understanding around the policy of broadband.
There is a groundswell of public concern around the health issues of microwave radiation
generated by 4G and 5G wireless. The U.S government hasn’t updated its guidelines on
human exposure to wireless radiation since 1996. The health concerns over 5G could be a
teachable moment and a compelling argument for investing in hard-wired, fiber-optic
connectivity knows as broadband.

►Lobbyists for Verizon/COX:
This will be a shift in policy that will require negotiation and collaboration with Verizon and
COX, the only current internet service providers in the state. Good corporate citizenship not
only provide jobs, but meet economic, legal, ethical, and philanthropic responsibilities in the
community in which it operates by creating a higher standard of living and quality of life.
Corporate participation is critical.

►Division of Public Utilities (DPUC):
Thirty-five years ago, the internet was built without regulation. It is a free-market and does not
report to the FCC (Federal Communications Commission) or any state regulatory agency
such as the Rhode Island Division of Public Utilities and Carriers (DPUC), or the Rhode Island
Public Utilities Commission (PUC).
Several New England states have passed legislation that provides some oversight. For
example, in Connecticut and Vermont, their state DPUC- Division of Public Utilities and
Carriers has oversight of broadband.
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Other states such as Massachusetts, New Hampshire, and Maine have broadband oversight
in their state Commerce Departments. The latter is the recommendation for Rhode Island.

►OSHEAN (Ocean State Higher Education Administrative Network)
OSHEAN, formed in 1990, is a non-profit whose mission is to serve non-profits. OSEHAN is
the custodian of the Middle Mile fiber-optic infrastructure which is the technology backbone of
the state. OSHEAN is funded by payments from its non-profit members for fiber-optic service
to the “Meds and Eds”, such as hospitals, Lifespan, Brown University, URI, libraries, schools,
and some non-profits.
OSHEAN received federal BTOP (Broadband Technology Opportunities Program) funding to
build the fiber-optic infrastructure, but instead of building the Middle Mile OSHEAN contracted
with COX to build it. OSHEAN pays rent to COX for an IRU (Indefeasible Right of Usage),
which means the contract cannot be voided or undone. OSHEAN has unrestricted use of the
infrastructure for the next thirty years. A copy of the IRU between the parties shows many
areas redacted.
The federal broadband program is tied to the free and reduced lunch program for states and
municipalities (E-Rate) based on need and demographics of the population. E-Rate is a
subsidy from the federal government to RI Dept. of Education (RIDE). The feds pay for
installation to connect fiber from schools to the Middle Mile.

2. PROJECT GOAL and SCOPE
2.1
Project Goal - the goal of this project is to enact legislation in Rhode Island that will
establish a broadband entity or coordinator overseeing broadband initiatives, leveraging
economic development opportunities, accessing federal dollars, technology trends, and
working with many stakeholders to make connectivity affordable and available to Rhode
Island residents and businesses.
2.2

Project Scope
In Scope: There is high-speed fiber-optic in Rhode Island, known as the Middle Mile,
which serves all libraries, schools, universities, hospitals, and non-profits. There are 48
strands of fiber-optic that runs in cable and on telephone poles throughout the state of
Rhode Island; yet only ten strands are used by the non-profits serviced by OSHEAN.
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The lack of high-speed internet for homeowners and businesses continues to be a
challenge. Although OSHEAN fiber is already there (Middle Mile), it is the connection to
the Last Mile that is a great expense. How do we create a private/public partnership to
build the on/off ramps to access the technology backbone that is running through this
state?
Rhode Island House Resolution (H7906) introduced by Rep. Ruggiero in 2020 would
begin the legislative process of recognizing the importance of high-speed internet to
economic development, healthcare, public safety, education, and local government.
Out of Scope: Every state in this country has a broadband policy coordinator or
broadband office except two - Rhode Island and Mississippi.
There is precedent in New England for this policy and its oversight. Connecticut’s
Broadband Policy Coordinator serves in the Office of Consumer Council, an
independent state agency representing customers of regulated utilities.
Vermont’s Division of Telecommunications and Connectivity is a Department of
Public service created by the Vermont legislature in 2015 requiring broadband
availability by providers regularly.
Massachusetts Broadband Institute is housed under Mass. Tech Collective, part of
MA Economic Development Commission.
New Hampshire’s Division of Business and Economic Affairs has administrator
specializes in broadband and working with National Collaborative on Digital Equity an
UNH Broadband.
There is proven precedent for broadband policy with measurable outcomes for Rhode
Island.

3. ASSUMPTIONS
Fiber-optic is already running throughout the state, known as the Middle Mile. We can assume
that since only 10 strands are being utilized, OSHEAN may consider several options.
First, since the fiber-optic is run on the telephone poles, OSHEAN could rent the unused portion
of the fiber to a 3rd party creating a revenue stream of say $500,000 or more a year to fund nonprofits. Second, OSHEAN could put forth an RFP to a 3 rd party to such as OPEN CAPE and
contract with them to connect fiber-optic to residents and businesses to the Middle Mile. The
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most expensive cost from the Middle Mile to the Last Mile is the connection from the telephone
pole to the building. It runs $3-$4 a foot to connect. Innovate Newport paid over $15,000 to
connect from the telephone pole (that you could see from the office window) to the building.
Competition will create more options and lower costs. Businesses in Newport and Bristol
Counties report paying up to $4,700 a month for 150 Mbps (from COX) while Open Cape offers
businesses 200 Mbps for $1,150 per month.
Finally, there is not one person or entity in the state that is charged with broadband oversight.
4. CONSTRAINTS
The state needs to engender more competition in the fiber-optic field. There are only two
internet service providers (ISP) in Rhode Island - Verizon serves Providence County and is
the wireless 5G provider; COX has a monopoly in Newport County and Bristol County. There
are seven communities in Rhode Island - Bristol, Warren, Tiverton, Portsmouth, Middletown,
Newport, and Jamestown - that has no internet option as COX is the only internet service
provider (ISP).
There is also a lot of dark fiber (unused) in Rhode Island. The Department of Transportation
(RIDOT) has fiber, Rhode Island Department of Education (RIDE) has fiber and OSHEAN has
fiber running throughout the state, but there is no coordination around the Last Mile
connection. The lack of coordination is a major constraint to accessing high-speed fiber-optic
for business and home owners.

5. RISKS
The greatest risk has been the pandemic. COVID-19 has shown us the importance of highspeed internet in our daily lives. COVID-19 has also distracted the part-time legislature from
meeting from April- June so policy issues have been abandoned for state budget concerns
over keeping government functioning during a pandemic.
COX used the pandemic as a PR opportunity to increase subscribers and services. COX
launched their Connect2Compete plan offering $10/month internet to low-income families who
are not current COX customers. Several Wi-Fi companies offered unlimited hotspot data
plans for $30 a month. WI-FI is not broadband. It is not a dedicated, direct fiber-optic
connection to a computer or laptop. Just about every teenager has a smart phone these days,
but you cannot do homework on an iPhone. Perhaps the greatest risk to moving this project
forward is an ill-informed constituency!
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LIST OF FIGURES:
Figure 1:

List of New England states and their commitment to broadband

Figure 2: Display of seven Baby Bells in 1984 and then after the break-up the three regional
telecom companies that emerged

Figure 3: GOOGLE Earth display of Rhode Island’s fiber-optic coverage
Figure 4: Rhode Island internet provider rates across the state

GLOSSARY:
4G: The fourth generation of cellular network technology. 4G was standardized in 2008 by the
International Telecommunication Union (ITU) to support speeds up to 1Gb/s down. However, real
world systems have more commonly achieved a maximum of a few hundred megabits, and an
average of a few tens of megabits.

5G: The fifth generation of cellular technology. 5G is still in the process of being developed and
standardized by the ITU. 5G promises to support high-throughput communication up to 10Gb/s as
well as “last hop” latencies as low as 1-4 mbps.

Bits per second (b/s): Measure of information throughput. A bit is a single value, 1 or 0. Modern
broadband channels can transmit many millions (megabits or Mb) or billions (gigabits or Gb) of bits
per second.

BTOP: Broadband Technology Opportunities Program was funded by the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act of 2009 under the Obama Administration in 2010 provided over $4 billion dollars to
every state in the country to help bridge the technological divide, create jobs, improve education,
healthcare, and health care, and public safety in communities.
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Cellular network: A network in which the last-mile link is wireless. Cellular networks use cell sites,
or base stations, to broadcast wireless signals “over the air” and provide internet service over a wide
area. Cell sites usually communicate with cellular consumer devices like phones using radiofrequency signals. Cell network standards are referred to by “generation”; the newest to one day be
implemented is fifth, or 5G.

Coaxial cable- A copper cable consisting of a central conducting wire and an outer conduction
tube separated by an insulating sheath. The central wire carries current in one direction and the
conducting sheath carries it in the other direction. Most coaxial cables can carry radio frequencies up
to around 3 GHz over relatively long distances, and are designed to minimize electrical interference.

Digital Divide: The digital divide is the gap that exists between those who have access to the
internet and reliable devices and those who do not. In some areas, internet access is limited,
unavailable, or unaffordable for those who could have access. Even with a reliable internet
connection, access to certain digital spaces can remain a challenge including those who cannot
afford costly tools like laptops and software.

Digital Equity: is a condition in which all individuals and communities have the information
technology capacity needed for full participation in our society, democracy and economy.

DPUC: Division of Public Utilities and Carriers works in concert with the Public Utilities Commission
(PUC) but is a distinctive regulatory body whose statutory charge is to enforce all laws and
regulations relating to public utilities. The DPUC also acts as the ‘rate payers’ advocate. A 2013 law
passed by the Rhode Island General Assembly “prohibits the PUC or DPUC from having any
jurisdiction or authority over wireless providers”.

Fiber-optic cable- A transparent thread made of high quality glass utilized for fiber optic
communications. Fiber-optic cable operates as a waveguides for beams of light. A beam of light
shined down one end of fiber-optic cable reflects off the insides of cable and is completely contained
in the glass core. These cables are extremely thin, around 9 micrometers, and only allow light to
travel in one path through the fiber to minimize noise.

FTTP: Fiber to the Premises (FTTP) is a form of fiber optic communication delivery in which an
optical fiber is run directly onto customers' premises. This new technology brings remarkable speed
and an altogether new broadband experience.
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IRU: Indefeasible right of use (IRU) is a telecommunications lease contract agreement that
cannot be undone between the owners of a communications system and a customer of that system.
The word "indefeasible" means "not capable of being annulled, or voided, or undone". The customer
purchases the right to use a certain amount of the capacity of the system, for a specified number of
years. OSHEAN has an IRU with COX for 30 years of use of the 48 strands of fiber-optic Middle Mile
in Rhode Island.

Last-Mile: The portion of the internet which connects service provers’ infrastructure to end users,
such as homes and businesses. In a cable network, the last mile is the connection between the cable
headend and the customer’s building. In a cellular wireless network, the last mile is the wireless
connection between a base station and mobile device. Sometimes called the “first mile”

Middle Mile: In the broadband industry, the "middle mile" is the segment of a telecommunications
network that links an operator’s network to the local cable modem system. Middle mile access is
often more expensive for non-incumbent ISPs. That is why municipal broadband initiatives are
directed at building out the middle mile.

Municipal Broadband: This is broadband internet that is owned by a government or public
entity for residents and businesses to access in certain areas. In 2020, voters on Block Island
overwhelmingly approved an $8 million dollar bond over 30 years to build a broadband fiber-optic
network. The costs will be recovered by subscriber revenues as ISPS bid for customers and federal
dollars deployed to fund underserved areas.

Oligopoly: this is a market that is dominated by a small group of large sellers. Oligopolies can
result in market collusion which reduces market competition which then leads to higher prices for
consumers. Oligopolies act like a monopoly and ultimately gain a market power.

PUC: The Public Utilities Commission is a quasi-judicial tribunal with jurisdiction, powers, and duties
to implement and enforce the standards of conduct and to hold investigations and hearings involving
rates, tariffs, tolls, and charges, of facilities and accommodations of railroad, ferry boats, gas, and
electric distribution. A 2013 Rhode Island law passed by the General Assembly, ‘prohibits the PUC or
DPUC from having any jurisdiction or authority over wireless providers”.
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ADDITIONAL ADDENDUMS:
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SURVEY QUESTIONS: Broadband In Rhode Island

Spring 2020

1. Are you satisfied with your home internet speed for your desktop computer, video streaming
services, and smart devices?
YES

NO

2. How often are you frustrated with the speed of your internet?
Once a day
Once a week
Once a month

Never

3. Is the amount you pay for your internet service reasonable for the service you receive?
YES
NO
4. Do you have competitive choices for high-speed internet service for your home?
YES
NO
5. How often do you use the internet for your business?
Once a day
Once a week
Once a month

Never

6. Are you satisfied with the speed of the internet service for your business?
YES

NO

Doesn’t Apply

7. How often are you frustrated with the speed of internet in your business?
Once a day

Once a week

Once a month

Never

8. Has internet service ever limited your ability to do business?
YES

NO

Doesn’t Apply

9. Do you have competitive choices for high-speed internet service in your business?
YES

NO

Doesn’t Apply

10. Do you think internet should be regulated as a utility, similar to electricity and water?
YES
NO
11. Please provide any additional comments or thoughts on the availability or functionality of the
internet services in Rhode Island.
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